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Diverseubiquitin linkages regulateRIP kinases-mediated
inflammatory and cell death signaling

Axel Witt1 and Domagoj Vucic*,1

Members of the RIP kinase family are key regulators of inflammation and cell death signaling implicated in maintaining immune
responses and proper tissue homeostasis. Increasing evidence points to post-translational modifications of RIP1, RIP2 and RIP3
as being critical for regulating their function. Ubiquitination and the E3 ligases, such as inhibitors of apoptosis (IAP) proteins and
LUBAC, that direct substrate selectivity as well as the deubiquitinating enzymes, such as A20 and OTULIN, that reverse these
modifications dictate the outcome of RIP kinase signaling. Perturbation of the tightly regulated RIP1, RIP2 and RIP3 ubiquitination
can lead to signaling disbalance in TNF, TLR and NOD1/2-controlled pathways and result in severe human pathologies. In this
review, we focus on the biological function of ubiquitin-modifying enzymes in the context of RIP1, RIP2 and RIP3 signaling. We also
discuss the impact of deregulated ubiquitin networks in RIP1, RIP2 and RIP3 signaling pathways on human health.
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Facts

� RIP1 ubiquitination is an integral part of TNF-mediated
assembly of the TNFR1-associated signaling complex and
subsequent NF-κB and MAPK activation.

� RIP1 deubiquitination impairs pro-inflammatory gene
expression signaling and allows RIP1 translocation to cell
death-promoting intracellular complexes.

� RIP1 and RIP3 are ubiquitinated during necroptotic cell
death signaling.

� RIP2 ubiquitination is essential for NOD1/2-mediated
signaling and production of pro-inflammatory cytokines
and chemokines.

Open questions

� What is the functional role of RIP3 ubiquitination in TLR4
signaling?

� Which E3 ligase(s) mediate necroptotic RIP1/3
ubiquitination?

� What is the physiological role of RIP1 and RIP3 ubiquitina-
tion in necroptosis?

� What is the role of RIP2 E3 ligases beside XIAPand LUBAC
in NOD1/2 signaling?

The immune system represents the first line of defense
against invading pathogens or danger signals and is mediated
by pathogen-recognition receptors. Engagement of inflamma-
tory pathways mediated by Toll-like (TLR), NOD-like (NLR),
RIG-I like and DNA sensors results in the activation of
transcription factors including NF-κB and consequent release
of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines.1,2 Tumor
necrosis factor (TNF) represents one of the major effector

molecules of the inflammatory response that can activate
the TNF receptor (TNFR) pathway to further promote the
expression of inflammatory genes. The release of effector
molecules recruits immune cells to the site of infection or
damage to clear the insult. Beside an inflammatory response,
cell death also represents an important defensemechanism to
eliminate affected cells.
During the last decade, receptor-interacting serine/threo-

nine-protein (RIP and RIPK) kinases were highlighted as key
players in inflammatory and cell death signaling pathways
(Figure 1). The importance of RIP1-3 in TNF, NLR and TLR
controlled pathways and post-translational modifications of
RIP kinases have been extensively studied. Aside from
phosphorylation, ubiquitination of RIP kinases is probably
the most important post-translational modification and differ-
ent ubiquitin patterns on RIPs are known to dictate the fate of
cells. This reviewwill focus on the ubiquitination of RIP kinases
1, 2 and 3, enzymes that mediate these modifications, and
human diseases that are associated with deregulated
ubiquitination of RIP kinases-regulated pathways.

The ubiquitin system

Ubiquitination is a post-translational protein modification that
mediates covalent attachment of a small 8 kDa ubiquitin
protein onto substrate proteins.3 This process requires the
activity of three distinct classes of enzymes—an ATP-
dependent ubiquitin-activating enzyme (E1), a ubiquitin-
conjugating enzyme (E2) and a ubiquitin ligase (E3).
The ubiquitin modification process can result in the

attachment of single ubiquitin molecules to substrate proteins
(monoubiquitination), or in formation of diverse ubiquitin
adducts (polyubiquitination). This is accomplished by the
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conjugation of ubiquitin molecules onto seven internal lysine
residues (K6, K11, K27, K29, K33, K48 and K63) of another
ubiquitin molecule. Beside internal lysines, the N-terminal
methionine (M1) allows formation of M1 or linear ubiquitin
linkages.4 The diverse modifications of proteins by ubiquitina-
tion are linked to complex biological signals required for
regulation of distinct physiological processes in cells.5 Lys48-
linked chains predominantly target proteins for proteasomal
degradation.3 In contrast, Lys63, N-terminal linear and (in
some cellular pathways) Lys11-linked chains mainly provide
scaffolding for the recruitment and assembly of signaling
complexes.6 In addition, K63/linear hybrid chains can be
formed during inflammatory signaling to regulate the duration
of signaling response.7

The broad array of specifically targeted substrates explains
the great diversity among the E3 ligases (in humans 4500)3

and several of them are described in the context of RIP-
dependent pathways (Table 1 and Figure 1). The information
contained in various ubiquitin modifications is decoded by
distinct ubiquitin-binding domains (UBDs) to ensure transmis-
sion of deciphered information into appropriate activation,
inhibition or modulation of cellular signaling pathways.
Ubiquitination can be reversed by deubiquitinating enzymes

(DUBs) (Table 1). DUBs are involved in generation/recycling of
de novo ubiquitin and removal of ubiquitin chains to inhibit
protein degradation by the ubiquitin proteasome system,8 but
also in the regulated cleavage and shielding of polyubiquitin
chains to provide a highly dynamic system in cells that
modulate protein turnover, activity and localization.9 Like E3
ligases, deubiquitinating enzymes can display specificity for
substrates and particular ubiquitin chains, resulting in a fine
tuned network of ubiquitin-modifying enzymes. This interplay
of post-translational modifications represents a key regulatory

modality for the RIP kinases that mediate inflammation and
cell death signaling.

The regulatory role of RIP1 ubiquitination in complex I

A tightly regulated ubiquitin network controls various signaling
processes that mediate protein stability, inflammation and cell
death (Table 1).10 One of the key players in these signaling
processes is RIP1 and the role of its ubiquitination has been
extensively studied in TNFR1 signaling.11–13 Receptor trimer-
ization upon TNF binding leads to assembly of TNFR1-
associated signaling complex, which is referred as complex I
(Figure 2). In complex I, the adapter proteins TNFR-
associated death domain protein (TRADD) and RIP1 are
recruited via their respective death domains.13 TRADD in turn
recruits adapter proteins TNFR-associated factor-2 (TRAF2).
TRAF2 allows the engagement of E3 ligases cellular inhibitors
of apoptosis 1 and 2 (c-IAP1 and c-IAP2).14 c-IAP1/2 promote
ubiquitination of themselves and RIP1 with K63, K48 and K11
chains, which is critical for TNFR1 complex I signaling.15–18

Polyubiquitin chains conjugated by c-IAP1/2 allow the
recruitment of linear ubiquitin assembly complex (LUBAC),
which generates exclusively linear ubiquitin chains on
several molecules including RIP1, TNFR1, TRADD
and NEMO.4,12,19–21 LUBAC consists of adapter proteins
SHANK-associated RH-domain interactor (SHARPIN) and
heme-oxidazid IRP2 ubiquitin ligase 1 (HOIL1) and E3
enzyme HOIL1-interacting protein (HOIP). LUBAC generates
M1-linked ubiquitin chains by catalyzing a head-to-tail
ubiquitination. Polyubiquitin chains assembled during TNF-
induced activation of NF-κB and mitogen-activated protein
kinases (MAPKs) include but are not limited to K11, K48, K63
and linear chains.15,22,23 This ensemble of polyubiquitin

Figure 1 The domain structure of RIP1, RIP2 and RIP3 with RIP-interacting proteins. RIP1, RIP2 and RIP3 consist of amino-terminal kinase domains that harbor
phosphosites important for necroptotic signaling (RIP1/S166 and RIP3/S199/277) or NF-κB activation (RIP2/S176). The RHIM domain, located within the intermediate domain of
RIP1 and the unique C terminus of RIP3, is essential for interaction of RHIM-containing proteins and necroptotic signaling. The C-terminal death domain of RIP1 mediates death
receptor signaling and apoptosis while the C-terminal CARD domain of RIP2 mediates signaling via NOD1/2 binding. Distinct proteins interact with ubiquitinated RIPs and
important ubiquitin sites have been identified for complex I signaling (RIP1/Lys377), NOD signaling (RIP2/Lys209) and necroptosis (RIP1/Lys115 and RIP3/Lys5). In addition, a
large number of proteins, like A20, CYLD and LUBAC, use ubiquitin chains as a bridge for interaction with RIPs. Interacting proteins listed in parentheses are indirect binders
(TRAF2 and c-IAPs)
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chains serves as a docking platform for the recruitment and
retention of the kinase complexes consisting of IKK1, IKK2
and adapter NEMO (IKKγ; IKK complex), and ubiquitin-binding
proteins TAB2/3 and their associated kinase TAK1
(Figure 2).21 TAB2/3 specifically bind K63-linked ubiquitin
chains,24,25 while NEMO can bind to linear, K63- and K11-
linked polyubiquitin chains15,26 with the highest affinity for
linear chains.25,27 The recruitment of kinase complexes leads
to the activation of NF-κB and MAPK signaling and subse-
quent gene activation and expression of pro-inflammatory
cytokines and pro-survival proteins such as the caspase-8
inhibitor cellular FLICE inhibitory protein (cFLIP) or c-IAP2.28

Although the current model describes RIP1 polyubiquitina-
tion as a crucial step in regulating NF-κB activation in TNFR1
signaling, this is not always the case. It was shown that the
absence of RIP1 did not abrogate TNF-induced NF-κB gene
expression in MEFs, hepatocytes and some other cell
types.29,30 It is possible that the role of RIP1 in TNFR1
signaling differs in a cell type-specific manner so that it fine-
tunes the proper pathway activation in a timely fashion.30 In
this review, we focus on RIP1-dependent signaling in
complex I. Deletion analyses and homology comparisons
identified K377 of RIP1 as a K63-linked ubiquitin site following
TNF stimulation (Figure 1).26,31 A K377R mutation in RIP1
diminished the recruitment of complex I components and
NF-κB activation26,31 and facilitated the switch to cell death
complex II formation.32 However, K377 is not the only
ubiquitination site identified in RIP1 thus far and it was never
confirmed by mass spectrometry on endogenous RIP1. Thus,

it is possible that additional ubiquitination sites in RIP1 also
play a role in NF-κB and MAPK activation.
The specific polyubiquitination pattern on RIP1 that keeps it

in complex I for proper downstream activation of NF-κB
and MAPKs is not only fine tuned by the activation of E3
ligases, but also by a negative regulation by DUBs. The
importance of the deubiquitinases TNF alpha-induced
protein 3 (TNFAIP3 or A20) and cylindromatosis (CYLD) in
TNF signaling was demonstrated in vitro and in vivo. A20 is
transcriptionally upregulated upon TNF stimulation and was
shown to remove K63- and K48-linked ubiquitin (via OTU
domain) chains from the RIP1 signaling complex.33,34 Genetic
A20 ablation in mice and A20 inactivating mutations in
humans can lead to increased RIP1 ubiquitination and
inflammation (Table 2).35,36 But importantly, mice engineered
to express catalytically inactive A20 (without DUB activity) or
ZF4 mutations do not harbor any inflammatory phenotype
contrary to mice lacking A20.37,38 These data might
argue that the scaffolding function of A20 is more critical than
its enzymatic activity. Recent findings suggest that A20
promotes cell survival and regulation of NF-κB by binding to
linear chains (via ZF7), which prevents their removal by
another DUB, CYLD.39,40 CYLD can be recruited to complex I
by binding to HOIP and recently, spermatogenesis-associated
protein 2 was identified as a bridging factor for CYLD and
HOIP.41–44 CYLD limits NF-κB activation by removing K63
linked and linear polyubiquitin chains on components of
complex I.45–47 The ubiquitin thioesterase OTULIN
(OTU deubiquitinase with linear specifity/FAM105B/Gumby)
specifically hydrolyzes Met1-linked polyubiquitin chains.48

Table 1 Modification of RIP proteins by E3s and DUBs.

Enzyme Classification Ubiquitin modification Associated pathway

Ubiquitin ligase
c-IAP1/2 RING E3 ligase Transfer of K11-Ub, K48-Ub, K63-Ub on RIP1

Transfer of K63-Ub on RIP2
Formation of TNFR-complex I
Inhibition of apoptotic, necroptotic complexes
Formation of NOD1/2 signaling complex

XIAP RING E3 ligase Transfer of K63-Ub on RIP2
(possibly other chains as well)

Formation of NOD1/2 signaling complex
Negative regulation of apoptosis and
necroptosis

LUBAC RBR E3 ligase complex Transfer of M1-Ub on RIP1 and RIP2
Consists of HOIP (catalytic component), HOIL, Sharpin

Enhancement of NF-κB and MAPK signaling
Inhibition of complex II formation

Pellino3 RING E3 ligase Transfer of K63-Ub on RIP2 Supports NOD1/2 signaling

Deubiquitinase
A20 OTU-DUB

(UBD: ZNF-A20)
Removal of K63-Ub from RIP1, RIP2 and RIP3
Binding to M1-Ub, proposed to protect against cleavage
of M1-Ub (RIP1, RIP2)

Decreased complex I signaling favoring
complex II formation
Negative regulator of necroptosis

CYLD UCH-DUB Removal of K63- and M1-linked-Ub from RIP1 and RIP2 Decreased complex I signaling
Decreased NLR signaling (NOD1/2)

OTULIN OTU-DUB Selective removal of M1-linked-Ub from RIP1 and RIP2 Decreased TNF-induced NF-κB activation
Decreased NOD1/2 signaling

RIP kinases can be ubiquitinated through the activity of really interesting new gene (RING) E3 ligases114 IAPs and Pellinos or by RING-between-RING (RBR) domain
E3 complex LUBAC.115 Deubiquitinases that disassemble polyubiquitin chains from RIP kinases include ovarian tumor proteases (OTUs) A20 and OTULIN and
ubiquitin C-terminal hydrolases (UCHs) CYLD.
UBDs play an important functional and substrate-recognition role for DUBs. The UBDs found in DUBs include the zinc finger ubiquitin-specific protease domain
ZNF-A20 (e.g., UBD-domain in A20), the ubiquitin binding in ABINs (UBAN, e.g., UBD-domain in NEMO) and the nuclear protein localization 4 (NPL4) ZnF domain
NZF (e.g., UBD-domain in TAB2 and TAB3).114
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OTULIN is not an integral part of the TNFR1-associated
signaling complex, but it’s DUB activity removes Met1-linked
chains on LUBAC.39,49 Recently described mutations in
OTULIN result in an onset of autoinflammatory disease where
patient samples revealed increased levels of linear
polyubiquitin.23,50 Anti-TNF treatment rescued most disease
symptoms but further studies are needed to fully explain what
role (if at all) TNF signaling plays in OTULIN-related
inflammation (Table 2).
This further illustrates the need for a tightly controlled

balance of E3 ligases and DUBs in the assembly and
disassembly of K63, K48, K11 and linear polyubiquitin
chains on RIP1 and other signaling components. Such
fine-tuning is required for the appropriate level of signaling
by complex I, and commensurate gene activation. However,
RIP1 not only mediates NF-κB and MAPK signaling,
but also governs a switch toward a pro-cell death fate
downstream of TNFR1.

The regulatory role of ubiquitination in RIP1-dependent
cell death

The dynamic changes of post-translational modifications of
RIP1 can lead to a switch from inflammatory gene signaling to
apoptosis or necroptosis. These changes are regulated by
various post-translational modifications of RIP1 and RIP3 and
other components of cell death-inducing complexes. In
response to inhibited or altered NF-κB signaling, such as
genetic deletion of NF-κB51 or the presence of transcription or
translation inhibitors, a RIP1-independent apoptotic signaling
complex can also form.13 A cytosolic complex II centered on
TRADD recruits Fas-associated death domain (FADD)13,52 to
activate caspase-8 and cause apoptotic cell death (Figure 3).
In the RIP1-dependent formation of apoptotic complex II,

distinct ubiquitin modifications play a central regulatory role in
dictating the fate of cells (Figure 3). In the absence of E3 ligases
c-IAP1/2 and LUBAC, unmodified RIP1 dissociates from
receptor-associated signaling complex I and associates with

Figure 2 The regulatory role of RIP1 ubiquitination in TNFR1-mediated complex I. TNF stimulation leads to the recruitment of TRADD, TRAF2, c-IAP1/2 and RIP1 to TNFR1.
c-IAP proteins polyubiquitinate (K11 and K63) RIP1 and themselves, creating as a scaffold for further recruitment of LUBAC. LUBACmediates linear polyubiquitin, leading to gene
activation via IKK complex. Several DUBs have been implicated in the regulation of RIP1-dependent complex I by removing linear (CYLD and OTULIN) and K63-linked
polyubiquitin chains (A20 and CYLD)
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FADD through binding of their DDs.13,17,52 FADD recruits pro-
caspase-8 and/or its catalytically inactive homolog FLIP to form
the death platform complex II using death effector domain
interactions.13 Thus, the ubiquitination status of RIP1 can often
determine the switch for RIP1 between pro-survival gene

activation and cell death. In support of that notion, RIP1 is
predominantly not ubiquitinated in caspase-8-associated
apoptotic complex.17,52 However, some instances, such as
combination of TNF treatment and TAK1 inhibition, can lead to
retention of ubiquitinated RIP1 in apoptotic complex II.53 In

Table 2 RIP-modifying proteins in human diseases.

Protein Associated human diseases

A20 Haploinsufficiency of A20 is the first described germline A20 mutation.36 These inactivating A20 mutations results in early onset of
systemic inflammation, arthritis and ocular inflammation. Patient-derived cells show reduced enhanced RIP1 ubiquitination andNF-κB
activation.
A20 gene polymorphisms causing lower expression of A20 are associated with rheumatoid arthritis (RA).115 Beside RA, A20
mutations have been identified in several autoimmune disorders including Crohn’s disease, psoriasis and systemic lupus
erythematosus.116

A20 acts as a tumor suppressor in distinct cancer types and A20 mutations have been associated with the development of
nasopharyngeal carcinoma and head and neck squamous cell carcinoma;117 diffuse large B-cell lymphona,118–120 marginal zone
lymphoma,119,121 mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue,120,122 Burkitt’s lymphoma,122 Hodgkin’s lymphoma123 and mantle cell
lymphoma.119

CYLD Familial cylindromatosis is an autosomal-dominant genetic predisposition to formation of tumors (mostly, skin appendages).124

Variousmutations are identified in patientswith hereditary cylindroma, known as Brooke-Spiegler syndrome125 and Paget’s disease of
the bones.126

OTULIN ORAS (OTULIN-related autoinflammatory syndrome):50 Homozygous missense mutation (L272P) leads to early onset of
autoinflammatory disease. Patient-derived white blood cells show overall elevated M1 chains and anti-TNF treatment reversed
inflammatory symptoms in patients.
Otulipenia:23 biallelic hypomorphic mutations in three families resulting in severe inflammation. Enhanced M1-linked ubiquitination of
NEMO, TNFR and RIP1 in patient-derived cells, which can be countered by cytokine-targeted treatment (like TNF-ab).

XIAP XLP, X-linked lymphoproliferative syndrome 2. Mutations in the BIR2 and RING domains of XIAP impair RIP2 interaction and
ubiquitination leading to defective NOD2 signaling and decreased NF-κB activation.98,105,127

HOIP Patient with autosomal recessive HOIP deficiency show multi-organ inflammation, combined immunodeficiency, amylopectinosis and
systemic lymphangiectasia. Patient-derived fibroblasts harbor defective NF-κB response upon TNF (or IL-1β). HOIP mutation results
in decreased protein level, thus defective LUBAC complex formation.128

HOIL Patients with HOIL mutations bear severe chronic autoinflammation, invasive bacterial infections, muscular amylopectinosis. HOIP
expression is greatly reduced and LUBAC stability was impaired in response to TLR agonists and TNF in patient-derived cells.129

Figure 3 The regulatory role of ubiquitin on RIP1 and RIP3-dependent cell death. Inhibition of transcription or translation can divert TNF-mediated signaling to the formation
of an intracellular complex II consisting of TRADD, FADD and caspase-8 in a RIP1-independent apoptotic cell death. This cell death pathway can be promoted by A20 and CYLD
that deubiquitinate complex I components and thereby support the switch to complex II. A TNF-induced RIP1-dependent apoptotic cell death occurs in IAP-depleted (by IAP
antagonist or KO) or LUBAC-deficient conditions leading to the assembly complex II consisting of RIP1, FADD and caspase-8. Activation of RIP1-dependent cell death under
caspase-8 inhibited or deficient conditions can lead to a necroptotic form of cell death that is mediated by RIP1 and RIP3 and results in the activation of MLKL. Recent studies
showed various polyubiquitin chains on components of necrosome that are potentially needed for proper formation and function of necrosome
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addition to TAK1, RIP1 can be kept in check by phosph-
orylation by IKK complex in NF-κB-independent manner.54

Consequently, inhibition of IKKα/IKKβ or tissue-specific deletion
of NEMO can trigger RIP1 kinase activity-dependent
apoptosis.54,55

In cases when caspase-8 is absent or inhibited in complex
II, RIP3 can bind RIP1 via their RHIM motifs leading to the
formation of the necrosome.56,57 While the kinase activity of
RIP1 is dispensable in complex I, necrosome formation is
dependent on RIP1 kinase activity.56,58 Within the necrosome,
RIP1 and RIP3 engage in auto-phosphorylation that is
essential for the execution of necroptotic cell death. Accord-
ingly, chemical inhibition of their kinase function or
kinase-inactivating mutations inhibit RIP1/3-dependent
necroptotic cell death.56,59,60 Phosphorylated RIP3 binds
and phosphorylates the pseudokinase mixed lineage kinase
domain-like (MLKL)61,62 prompting MLKL oligomerization,
membrane translocation and cell rupture.
As described before, c-IAP proteins are essential E3 ligases

for the assembly of complex I but they also restrict RIP1
translocation to complex II and thereby block cell death
(Table 1).56,63–65 The physiological link between IAPs and
RIP1-dependent cell death is evident from the rescue of the
embryonic lethality of c-IAP1− /−c-IAP2− /− and c-IAP1− /−

XIAP− /− mice, as hemizygosity for RIP1 was able to prolong
the embryonic survival.66 The importance of maintaining RIP1
in complex I through its ubiquitination has been illustrated in
various mice models. Mice with mutation in Sharpin (cpdm
mice) have severe inflammation in skin, liver, lung, oesopha-
gus and lung and exhibit the loss of Peyers patches and
splenomegaly.67,68 Noteworthy, the phenotype of cpdm mice
could be partially rescued by caspase-8 heterozygosity, which
significantly delays dermatitis, whereas RIP3 or MLKL
deletion partially suppressed the multi-organ phenotype.68

On the other hand, RIP1 kinase inactivation blocked all cpdm-
related pathologies.67

Beside E3 ligases that impact the transition of RIP1 toward
cell death signaling, deubiquitinating enzymes, such as CYLD,
also enhanced cell death in some studies. As described
before, CYLD can cleave K63 and linear polyubiquitin chains
from components in complex I thereby facilitating a switch to
cell death signaling.45–47 Interestingly, caspase-8-mediated
cleavage of CYLD was shown to inhibit RIP3-dependent cell
death and mutation of the caspase-8 cleavage site in CYLD
facilitates switch to TNF-stimulated necroptotic cell death.69

However, although RIP1 deubiquitination could enhance TNF-
induced cell death52,70 other data suggest that CYLD is
dispensable for necroptotic cell death.39,71 A20, in compar-
ison, binds linear chains to protect them from cleavage, and
thus generates a balance with CYLD to restrict gene activation
and/or induce cell death.39 A potentially important role in the
cell death regulation has been suggested for several other
deubiquitinating enzymes of the USP family (USP2a, USP4
and USP21).72–74 Although the physiological roles of these
DUBs in cell death signaling are less well understood, they
may also regulate cell death decisions by modifying the
ubiquitination status of their substrate proteins.

RIP1 and RIP3 ubiquitination in the necrosome

Diverse necroptotic stimuli lead to the activation of cell death
through the modulation of RIP1 and/or RIP3 kinase
activity.60,75,76 However, recent studies imply a more diverse
picture of post-transcriptional modifications regulating the
necrosome. Initially, it was believed that only RIP1 associated
with complex I was decorated with diverse polyubiquitin
chains, whereas RIP1 in the necrosomewas not ubiquitinated.
Recent findings suggest that direct ubiquitination of compo-
nents within the necrosome occurs as a possible additional
regulatory mechanism (Figure 3). Different ubiquitin linkages
have been identified in the necrosome asRIP1 ismodified with
linear and K63-linked chains,77–79 whereas RIP3 carries K63-
and K48-linked chains.80,81 Generation of M1-linked chains on
RIP1 is reported to be mediated by LUBAC in the necrosome
but the functional consequence of this modification is unclear
at the moment.79 Cellular IAP proteins are the E3 ligases in
complex I that mediate K63-linked RIP1 ubiquitination and
c-IAP1/2 are important negative regulators of necrosome
formation.79 However, c-IAPs are not relevant for RIP1
polyubiquitination within the necrosome.79 Recently, ubiquiti-
nation of RIP3 by the E3 ligase CHIP was proposed to confer
necrosome instability by targeting RIP3 for lysosomal
degradation.81 It is important to note that CHIP regulates the
stability of several chaperone heat-shock proteins, which may
affect overall cellular protein stability including necrosome
components.82 Although the functional role of RIP1 ubiquitina-
tion within the necrosome is not entirely clear, recent studies
have revealed a possible role for specific ubiquitination sites
that influence the assembly of RIP1 and RIP3 in the
necrosome.78 Indeed, mutation of a necroptosis-related
ubiquitination site on RIP1 (K115) reduced necroptotic cell
death and RIP1 ubiquitination and phosphorylation. It also
disrupted necrosome assembly suggesting that necroptotic
RIP1 ubiquitination is important for maintaining RIP1 kinase
activity in the necrosome complex.78 Importantly, RIP1 kinase
activity is required for necroptotic RIP1 ubiquitination at K115
and efficient execution of cell death, which involves coordi-
nated RIP1 phosphorylation and ubiquitination.78 The ques-
tion remains whether potential E3 ligases mediate RIP1
ubiquitination in the necrosome or if RIP1 might remain
ubiquitinated from the complex I. One can consider another
IAP protein, XIAP, as providing support (possibly indirectly) for
ubiquitination of RIP1.83 XIAP is not associated with complex
I, but it suppresses TNF- or LPS-induced cell death and blocks
RIP3-dependent ubiquitination on RIP1. Thus, XIAP could
influence RIP1 ubiquitination indirectly by either regulating
association of RIP1 with its putative E3 ligase or a
deubiquitinating enzyme.
A role for DUBs in controlling the necrosome is also complex

and currently not fully resolved. The potential of the NF-κB
target gene A20 to suppress TNF-induced necroptosis was
observed in L929 cells84 and in primarymouse T cells.80 In this
case, A20 can cleave K63-linked ubiquitin chains from RIP3
(on Lys5) leading to reduced RIP1–RIP3 interaction. Interest-
ingly, RIP3 absence or RIP1 kinase inactivation can delay
lethality in A20-deficient mice.85 However, the importance of
A20 DUB activity is not supported by genetic data as the loss
of A20 deubiquitinating activity does not result in the same
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phenotype as A20 loss.37,38 This might point to a DUB activity-
independent role of A20 in necrosome formation. Another
DUB CYLD has been reported to deubiquitinate RIP1 in the
necrosome leading to enhanced necroptosis.77

Even though different necrosome components are modified
with various polyubiquitin chains, their biological role is less
defined. Polyubiquitinated RIP1 seems to facilitate necrosome
formation but the E3 ligases involved in this process have not
been identified. K63-polyubiquitinated RIP1 and RIP3 seem to
support necrosome formation but the precise function of the
different ubiquitin linkages has not been addressed in detail.
Identification of RIP1-Lys115 and RIP3-Lys5 as functionally
important K63-linked ubiquitin sites supports the idea of a
unique ubiquitin profile that fine-tunes necroptotic signaling.
Nevertheless, future studies characterizing the network of

ubiquitin-modifying enzymes and the identification of specific
ubiquitin sites might explain the different roles of RIP1 and
RIP3 in necroptotic signaling.

The role of RIP1 and RIP3 polyubiquitination in TLR
signaling

In addition to a key role in DR signaling, RIP1 and RIP3 also
regulate PRR pathways, particularly Toll-like receptors (TLRs)
family.1 TLRs are membrane-associated receptors located at
the cell surface (TLR1, 2, 4, 5 and 6) or in endocytic
compartments (TLR3, 7, 8 and 9) that recognize signature
molecules of pathogens. The role of RIP kinases is best
defined in TLR3 and TLR4 signaling (Figure 4).

Figure 4 The role of RIP1 and RIP3 polyubiquitination in TLR3 and TLR4 signaling. LPS stimulates TLR4 while dsRNA (or PolyI:C) stimulates TLR3. This activation of TLRs
allows TIR (Toll/IL-1 receptor) domain to interact with RHIM-containing TRIF that mediates interaction with RIP1 or RIP3. RIP1-dependent activation of NF-κB is mediated by
polyubiquitination by Pellino1, leading to subsequent recruitment and activation of TAB–TAK1 and IKK complexes for NF-κB gene activation. TLR3/4 can induce cell death in a
TRIF–RIP1–RIP3-dependent manner, which involves RIP1, RIP3 and MLKL ubiquitination in necroptotic signaling
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TLR3/4 signaling can lead to production of pro-inflammatory
cytokines or type-I interferons. TLR3 responds to virus-derived
double-strand RNA or its synthetic homolog poly(I:C),
whereas lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a major cell wall compo-
nent of Gram-negative bacteria, is recognized by TLR4 in
complex with myeloid differentiation factor-2.86 TLR4 triggers
gene activation by engaging the adapter proteins myeloid
differentiation primary response protein 88 (MYD88) and TIR
domain-containing adapter-inducing interferon β (TRIF, which
also regulates TLR3 signaling). RIP1 and RIP3 are not
required for MYD88 signaling87 but RIP1 has been implicated
in TRIF-mediated NF-κB activation (Figure 4).88 TLR3 directly
binds TRIF while TLR4 additionally recruits TRIF-related
adapter molecule to bind TRIF. Importantly, TRIF contains a
C-terminal RHIM domain that mediates interaction with RIP1
to activate NF-κB signaling.88,89 TLR and TRIF form a complex
with TRAF6 and the E3 ligase Pellino1, which attaches
K63-linked ubiquitin chains on RIP1 leading to subsequent
recruitment and activation of TAB–TAK and IKK complexes
ultimately resulting in NF-κB gene activation.90

Additionally, TLR3/4 signaling can induce cell death either
directly by engaging RIP1 and RIP3, or indirectly by
production of TNF and activation of TNFR1 (as discussed
earlier in this review).91 Direct activation of necroptosis in
caspase-inactivated or -deficient conditions can be initiated by
interaction of the RHIM domains in TRIF and RIP3 resulting in
the activation of MLKL.88,91,92 The role of RIP1 is less clear in
TLR3/4-mediated necroptotic cell death as the kinase activity
of RIP1 is needed for TLR3-mediated cell death in
macrophages91,92 but not in 3T3-SA fibroblast and SVEC4-
10 endothelial cells.91 It is noteworthy that TLR3/4-TRIF
signaling might contribute to the lethality of RIP1-deficient
mice by engaging RIP3.93 LPS-induced cell death signaling is
negatively regulated by cellular IAPs and XIAP, such that in the
absence of IAPs, LPS triggers RIP3-dependent apoptosis and
necroptosis.83,94,95 XIAP deficiencymay facilitate the switch to
TNF- or LPS-induced necroptosis, in a so far unknown
mechanism.83,95

Interestingly, in addition to the earlier described ubiquitina-
tion of RIP1 in necrosome, TLR signaling can also lead to
polyubiquitination of RIP3 and MLKL in the necroptotic
complex.94 The functional role of these modifications remains
elusive and the E3 ligases responsible have not been
identified yet. Future studies are clearly needed to clarify the
biological role of RIP1/3 and MLKL necroptotic
polyubiquitination.

The role of polyubiquitination of RIP2 in NOD signaling

Members of the nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain
(NOD)-like receptors (NLRs) family sense conserved pepti-
doglycan fragments made by various types of bacteria and
activate defense mechanisms of the host cell. In contrast to
other pathogen-recognition receptors, like TLR4 and TLR3,
that detect pattern on the cell surface or endosomal compart-
ments, NLRs, such as NOD1 and NOD2, are located in the
cytosol.
NOD1 and NOD2 mediate the activation of NF-κB and

MAPKs in response to distinct peptidoglycan fragments
thereby initiating the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines

and antimicrobial molecules.2 The classic NOD1-activating
ligand is y-D-glutamyl-meso-diaminopimelic acid (iE-DAP)
while NOD2 activation is triggered by muramyl dipeptide.96–98

The binding of peptidoglycan fragments to the multiple
leucine-rich repeats stimulates self-oligomerization (via
NOD/NACHT domain) and allows assembly of the NOD
signaling complex. NOD1 and NOD2 recruit RIP2 through the
CARD–CARD interactions leading to the formation of a
signaling complex that activates the TAB–TAK and IKK–
NEMO complexes and induce gene activation (Figure 5).99

NOD1/2-RIP2 signaling is regulated by distinct ubiquitina-
tion events mediated by a number of E3 ligases and DUBs.
Lys209, located in the kinase domain of RIP2, was identified
as a potential ubiquitination site for K63 polyubiquitin
chains.100 Polyubiquitination at K209 is reportedly important
for IKK activation and proper NF-κB signaling, while the
functional relevance of ubiquitination on other lysines in RIP2
is less defined and still needs to be elucidated (Figure 1).
Several E3 ligases for RIP2 have been reported.2,101 Probably
the least controversial and most prominent E3 involved in
RIP2-NOD1/2 signaling regulation is XIAP (Figures 1 and 5
and Table 1). XIAP is recruited to the NOD2–RIP2 complex by
binding to RIP2 where it mediates RIP2 ubiquitination and
promotes recruitment of LUBAC for the formation of linear
ubiquitin chains and efficient NF-κB and MAPK
activation.102,103 Further support for the instrumental role of
XIAP in NOD-RIP2 signaling comes from the studies of XIAP
in human diseases as cells isolated from patients with the
X-linked lymphoproliferative syndrome 2 display defects in
NOD2-mediated NF-κB activation (Table 2).98,104 These
studies have identified mutations in the RING and the BIR2
domains of XIAP, with both of them causing defective NOD2
signaling. Strong genetic evidence links NOD2 polymorph-
isms with the development of Crohn’s disease and, interest-
ingly, recently identified XIAP variants lead to a similar
selective defect in NOD1/2 signaling.105

Cellular IAPs can promote conjugation of K48- and K63-
linked chains on RIP2, serving as the scaffold for TAB–TAK
and IKK complexes.2,102,106 However, other studies have
shown a redundant role of c-IAP1/2 for NOD2 signaling by
using IAP genetic deletions or chemical antagonism.98,102

Pellino3 is also a potential E3 ligase in NOD2 signaling that
catalyzes K63-linked chains on RIP2 and possibly acts with
XIAP in parallel.107 The E3 ligase ITCH has been reported to
mediate K63-linked polyubiquitination of RIP2 for MAPK
signaling as well.108 Nevertheless, it was shown that this
ubiquitination (on sites other than Lys209) blocks activation of
NF-κB suggesting a complex putative role of ITCH in NOD1/2-
RIP2 signaling.108 Although RIP2 polyubiquitination mediated
by yet another E3, TRAF6 was implicated in NOD2
pathway,109 a subsequent study showed that TRAF6-
deficient cells still bear polyubiquitinated RIP2.100 In addition,
ubiquitin ligase TRIM27 was reported to negatively regulate
NOD2 signaling by promoting K48-linked ubiquitination of
RIP2 and targeting it for proteasomal degradation.110 Similar
to the negative regulation RIP1-mediated signaling, several
DUBs negatively impact NOD1/2-RIP2 signaling by removing
polyubiquitin chains from RIP2. A20 directly deubiquitinates
RIP2 in vitro and in vivo111 while OTULIN inhibits the
accumulation of linear chains that are generated by
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LUBAC.49 Additionally, CYLD restricts K63 linked and linear
ubiquitin chains conjugated onto RIP2, which limits
NOD2-mediated signaling and cytokine production.112

The regulation of NOD1/2 and RIP2-mediated activation of
NF-κB and MAPKs involves a multitude of ubiquitin-modifying
enzymes, which raises many questions. Why are there so
many different E3 ligases and DUBs involved? Are their roles
dependent on cell context or do they act in a synergistic or
collaborative fashion? The role of c-IAP1/2 remains
unclear, and similarly, polyubiquitination of RIP2 at Lys209
may be crucial for NF-κB activation but the precise E3
ligase is still not defined and needs to be addressed in further
studies.

Concluding remarks

Tightly controlled activation of signaling pathways, regulation
of protein stability and modulation of many other molecular
events involving RIP kinases by ubiquitination has profound
effects on cell survival and proliferation. Although studies in
recent years have yielded many new and important findings,

we still lack a full understanding of these processes. Ubiquitin
ligases, deubiquitinases and ubiquitin signal decoders all
dramatically influence the activity, cellular localization and
stability of RIP kinases to ensure generation and propagation
of physiological stimuli in a cell type and context-dependent
manner. Advancements in gene editing, antibody specificity
and assays to detect and interpret cellular signaling outcomes
should further improve our knowledge of the roles ubiquitin
networks have in the regulation of RIP kinase biology. For
example, the emerging targeting degradation strategy of
linking E3s to the substrate of choice (PROTACs,
proteolysis-targeting chimeras) has been used successfully
to trigger selective degradation of RIP2 kinase.113

Evenmore importantly, aswe learn about these kinases and
their physiological importance, we should strive to develop
reagents that can effectively target them for the improvement
of human health in conditions where deregulated activity of
RIP kinases contributes to pathologies (Table 2). A big part of
that effort will be focused on utilizing the ubiquitination
machinery to block critical protein–protein interactions, inhibit
kinase activity and/or destabilize target proteins.

Figure 5 The role of polyubiquitination of RIP2 in NOD1 and NOD2 signaling. Bacterial infection involves secretion of peptidoglycan fragments DAP and muramyl dipeptide to
stimulate NOD1- and NOD2-mediated signaling, which leads to RIP2 polyubiquitination and activation of NF-κB or MAPK pathways. A large number of E3 ligases and DUBs are
associated with the regulation of RIP2. XIAP promotes K63-linked polyubiquitination on RIP2, leading to generation of LUBAC-mediated linear chains. This allows the activation of
the TAB2/3-TAK1 and IKK complexes. Positive regulators, like Pellino3 and c-IAP1/2, also mediate K63-linked chains on RIP2 while removal of polyubiquitin chains by the DUBs
OTULIN, CYLD and A20 inhibits NOD1/2-RIP2 signaling
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